U Crave

For all your restaurant searching needs
What is UCrave?

- For the **hungry** masses
- Find a new place to **eat**
- Know **where** to go
So, what can you do with it?

- **Search** for restaurants and menu items
- Add and **edit** restaurant info
- **Read and write** reviews
Tools of the trade

- Ruby on Rails
- MySQL Database
- Bughost.com
Project Team Organization

• **UI Team:**
  design and maintain views
  update views in accordance to new features

• **Feature Team:**
  design and maintain the model and controllers
  create and integrate new features
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Use Case: Basic Search

- **Router**
- **Search**
- **Restaurant**
- **Search/View**

- **Router** receives URL
- **Search** parses input to generate parameters
- **Restaurant** finds restaurants
- **Return matching restaurants**
- **Render view**
Current Objectives

- Finalize design ideas and feature specifications
- Begin development of core features for Beta Release by end of this week
- Assess and address risks of Beta